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ATLAS
Open Data Set

10 fb-1 @ 8 TeV+100 fb-1 @ 13 TeV of ATLAS 
proton-proton collision data is now public!

https://atlas.cern/


ATLAS
Open Data - online resources

Download data 
and Analysis 
Framework

Online Analysis 
with Jupyter 
notebooks

Online 
Histogram 
Analyser

(8 TeV data)

+ Documentation



Rediscovering the Higgs
with a simple online analysis

1. 
Getting to know the “signal”

3. 
Online Histogram Analysis
How do we isolate signal 
from background?
Your task!

2. 
How does it look like in 
our detector? 
What are the main 
backgrounds?



M_{H⁰} = 125 GeV

Higgs dominant production is through 
“gluon fusion”

A quark loop between the H⁰ and 
gluons since Higgs boson only couples 
to massive particles

H  production⁰



Higgs will decay to several particles pairs

Imperative to have a combined neutral 
charge e.g. opposite charge W bosons

H  decays⁰



H 0→WW ∗→l ⁺ ν l ⁻ ν

W bosons will eventually decay

For a first analysis the most attractive are 
the cleanest possible channels: electron 
and muon. 
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Final state particles
What can we see in the detector! 

2 high momentum leptons
Opposite electrical charge

2 neutrinos

jets from quark/gluon hadronisation
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In the detector
What do we see in the detector?

2 high momenta charged leptons
Electrons track + full energy deposit
Muons track all through the detector
Taus decay either to leptons/hadrons

Opposite electrical charge
MF + Tracking

2 neutrinos
Invisible to the detector
Infer their presence through missing 
momentum in the transverse plane (MET)

Jets
Present in the event … but not part of the 
Higgs decay!



A word about
Jets

Jets arise from the hadronization of quarks/gluons leading to
• Collection of tracks from charged hadrons
• Energy deposits in the calorimeters 
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“Finding a needle in a haystack



Many other processes have similar final states

With much larger cross sections!

The particle hunter must optimize signal selection!

In particular by discarding background events.

Background processes

σ=832 pb σ=56.1x 103 pbσ=111 pbTop pairs WW Z



Select interesting events and 
discard background events => 
increase sensitivity

Knowing S (number of signal 
events) and B (number of 
background events) the 
signal significance is:

Signal significance



Di-boson WW 
background

Ws with opposite electric charge 

Production: 
q\q W→ +W− (dominant)
gg W→ +W−

Decays:
 

Same sign production is also possible 
but at much lower rate

W ⁺→l ⁺ ν
W ⁻→l ⁻ ν





Z boson background

Production:
•               (65%) [Drell-Yan]
•               (35%)

Decays:
• quark-antiquark pairs (~70%)
• charged lepton-antilepton pairs 

(~10%)

q q̄→Z
qg→Zq





tt background

Quarks hadronise when produced freely

But the top decays basically immediately 
into a W and a b-quark (>99%) via weak 
interaction

Top pairs have multiple possible final 
states but have a common element the 
presence of a b-quark → displaced 
secondary vertex b-tagged 
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Missing “Transverse Energy” 
(neutrinos)



Online Histogram Analysis

Goal: 
Tackle the best significance from a data selection for the Higgs boson and keep it for 

later discussion (you can even make a screen shot and send us (gentil@lip.pt))
Reminder:

There are no wrong results! Just some will get a better significance … but maybe you all 
get the same … 
Recommendations:

to see correctly displayed significance you may need to adjust font settings of your 
browser (font size 10 works for me!) 

LET’s WORK and find the higgs boson!

http://opendata.atlas.cern/visualisations/analyser-js.php

http://opendata.atlas.cern/visualisations/analyser-js.php


What variables selections (aka cuts) did you use to improve signal significance?

Which cut(s) helped you more for removing the Z background?

What signal significance(s) did you reach?

Online Histogram Analysis



Invariant mass of the
charged lepton pair

Z mass peak at 90 GeV, reconstructed from the lepton pair system 



For signal, the two 
charged leptons have a 
small opening angle

Opening angle
between leptons



For signal, the MET and the 
two charged leptons’s system 
will be mostly back-to-back

Opening angle
MET and leptons



Angular distributions H  WW  lnulnu → →

Higgs has spin 0, W bosons have spin 1, leptons have spin ½.
   → Ws must have opposite spins and the spins of each lepton+neutrino pair must be 
parallel

Only left-handed (right-handed) neutrinos (anti-neutrinos) exist, so: 
 → the two charged leptons emerge in similar directions
 → the angle between the two charged leptons and the two neutrinos is ~ 180º

Spin

Momentum



One of the golden channels for 
the Higgs discovery in 2012 

Not looking at one event…

We had to accumulate enough 
data and compare it to the 
signal+background expectation

Higgs or not Higgs?
The statistical question

H 0→WW ∗→ν l ⁺ ν l ⁻



LHC Open Data

http://atlas.cern/resources/opendata

http://atlas.cern/resources/opendata
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EXTRA SLIDES



H WW* lνlν➝ ➝
in the history of 
the Higgs 
discovery

H WW* lνlν was one of the → →
golden channels of the Higgs 
discovery in 2012 
Two other processes 
contributed: 
- H γγ →
- H ZZ* llll→ →

They provide clean signals in 
the detector:
  
- photons
- electrons, muons
- large missing energy 

(neutrinos)

https://arxiv.org/pdf/1207.7214.pdf

https://arxiv.org/pdf/1207.7235.pdf

http://www.apple.com/uk
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